The **SOL Origin Survival Kit and Essential Survival Tools** is a pocket sized survival kit containing several essential survival tools and useful items.

The Adventure Medical Kits SOL Origin Survival Tool contains:

- AUS 8 steel blade with lockable liner is harder, holds an edge longer and sharpens easier than common steel.
- Rescue Flash Signal Mirror flips open from top lid and features 20 mile signal power.
- Fire Lite striker emits a powerful shower of sparks.
- Whistle - pealless and fail-safe up to 100db.
- 10 lumen LED light provides powerful task lighting.
- Removable directional compass.
- Waterproof compartment protects your valuables.
- Additional 10ft stainless steel wire, 10ft nylon cord, foil, tinder and survival instructions

This is a great piece of kit for hikers/camper who just want a simple, easy, one-stop-shop piece of kit, to have in case of emergency. I think it would be a great addition to pack or bug-out-bag.
Additionally I think the Adventure Medical Kits SOL Origin Survival Tool would be awesome for kids' packs or bug-out-bags.

The Adventure Medical Kits SOL Origin Survival Tool costs around $30 and if you just want a 'don't have to think about it', throw it in your bag, basic survival tool/kit, it's excellent.

**Check it out on Amazon:** [SOL Origin Survival Kit and Essential Survival Tools](https://www.amazon.com)